
Respondent ID Start Date
What is your favorite place in Adams 

County?
Do you have any concerns about new 

wind farms in Adams County?
Do you have any concerns about new 

solar farms in Adams County?
What aspects of wind farms should be 

regulated in Adams County?
What aspects of solar farms should be 

regulated in Adams County?

Who are the stakeholders we should 
interview for the Renewable Energy 

Chapter?
Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

1 1.14498E+11 2023-12-29 18:40:22 Lake Icaria Bird/wildlife impact, sustainability None - it would be great if they were high 
enough off the ground to farm or graze under

Material used (sustainable or recyclable 
materials, color for bird/wildlife protection), 
noise output, cash flow to the community. There 
are new tulip (and other) shaped turbines that 
may be alternative options for locations with 
concerns.

Height off the ground to maximize use of the 
ground for farming or grazing, cash flow to the 
community 

Local community, local government, educational 
interests (colleges or universities with majors 
related). Wind energy in other countries could 
be consulted for best-practices if other states 
aren't an option. 

2 1.14498E+11 2023-12-29 16:57:39 Lake Icaria No No No more regulations than livestock (i.e. hog 
barns)

No more regulations than livestock (i.e. hog 
barns)

Local community, project team, government, 
schools

3 1.14498E+11 2023-12-28 21:35:41 Icaria and Primrose No No None No Only those who are in the immediate area of the 
wind farm

4 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 19:22:09 Lake Icaria No No No closer than 900 ft to a house unless wanted None Landowners and neutral parties

5 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 19:17:38 Lake Icaria Yes Yes Distance from farm/home building sites The number of acres that they can be built on The most interested or who would be interested 
in having them on their properties

6 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 19:15:35 Lake Icaria   Where we live Yes. No more wind farm expansions. Adams 
county must be preserved as an agricultural 
county. 

Yes. No more solar farms Setbacks from property lines must be increased 
and those who do not want windmills must also 
be considered 

No more expansion of solar farms as it takes up 
agricultural land

The landowners and citizens of Adams county as 
well as the Adams county priceless land coalition 

7 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 15:52:33 On our farm  Second favorite is Corning Main 
Street  (primrose and Fire&Salt

No concerns  I believe that wind energy can be a 
huge benefit to Adams County, providing huge 
financial benefit to landowners and much larger 
property tax income for Adams County

I have no concerns about Solar farms, especially 
if the land under the solar panels has an 
Agricultural use. ( grazing, or a compatible crop)

Distance: 1250 feet from a dwelling    600 feet 
from a property line unless neighboring 
landowners agree to less than 600 feet.  There 
should be bonding finance  to decommission a 
wind farm

600 feet from a dwelling  100 feet or less from 
property lines 

Only Adams County Iowa land owners in the 
immediate area ( footprint) of the wind or solar 
farm.  Adams  County Supervisors, treasurer, 
auditor,   Possibly Iowa Economic Development 
Authority,  other Counties who have experience 
with renewable energy farms.y  

8 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 15:59:06 Country views, nature the noise, general aviation requirements and 
degradation of roadways during construction 
and several years afterward,, wind turbine blade 
replacement storage of waste  and  Adams 
county should reap the rewards of renewable 
energy first, ie cheaper utilities and Tax breaks.

Glare for aircraft and waste of solar panels All aspects from construction to usage of utilities 
should benefit the residents of the county first 
and foremost

All aspects from construction to usage of utilities 
should benefit the residents of the county first 
and foremost

the neighbors of landowners that want the wind 
and solar farms should have a say on what they 
have to deal with while not being able to reap 
the benifits of not having them.  

9 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 15:49:08 My home and farms in Adams County Wind farms are a big hoax where companies 
profit at the expense of citizens who are forced 
to accept infringements on their rights.  Have a 
county-wide vote and see what the citizens want 
that you are supposed to represent.  You are to 
speak for the majority. 

Yes, same as my response to question #2 above There should be no more wind farms to have to 
regulate. No more turbines!!

No more wind farms We are all stakeholders and there should be a 
county-wide vote taken of all citizens to see if 
we should even pursue further talks. We are an 
agricultural area and it should remain that way.  
If we become industrial, very few citizens would 
profit, most citizens would suffer, and the wind 
companies would profit big time .

10 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 13:48:10 My house on my farm. Yes Yes 3280 ft from property line,  limit height to 400 ft, 
limit products to those produced in the United 
States by US companies that have no ownership 
component related to China. No subsidies or tax 
incentives. 

No ag land taken out of production for solar 
farms.  Set backs at least 3280 ft from property 
lines.  Limit products to those produced in the 
United States by US companies that have no 
ownership component related to China. No 
subsidies or tax incentives. 

The people that won’t come back because of the 
negative consequences that these sources 
produce.  



11 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 10:57:30 lounging in my backyard and the seat of my 
tractor

yes yes SETBACK of at least 3280 ft from the property 
line (neighbor can sign off to make this less) 
Height cap of 600 ft. Quantity cap of 200 units. 
Decommissioning Plan (funded) No tax 
incentives.  Set Safety Standards, including 
procedures and funding for environmental 
cleanup due to leaks and fires. County needs to 
be reimbursed for damage done to county 
property.  Equalization plan for non participating 
residents for decreased land values. 
Reimbursement plan for non participating 
resident's homes that can no longer be 
comfortably lived in.  Cable depths to minimize 
erosion.  Set regulations in a way to protect 
landowners who signed up prior to 
understanding what they were giving up, and to 
keep Adams County residents good neighbors. 

Please protect our safety.  Cable depths, overall 
size of project.  Keep in mind that roughly 80% of 
solar components are manufactured in China 
using slave labor and is obscenely subsidized by 
the American Taxpayer!

both participating and non participating 
landowners.  resident, non property owners.  our 
young adults who had planned on returning to 
Adams Co to raise their families, but do not want 
to have their view from the backyard be a 
humming, flickering, obstructed view of God's 
beautiful landscape.  

12 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 12:20:54 The landscape of ag land Yes they destroy our roads take the best part of 
good farms and split them up with there roads 
and come back every 5-10 years and tear them 
up again when they update them.  

Yes they should not go on good productive 
ground if there gonna do them 

Setbacks from houses/building need to be 
farther.   We have homes in the country for the 
reason of peace and quiet and to live where it’s 
farm land not solar farms or wind turbines 

Size and setbacks.  The farmers and families that live in the county 
and they have families that contribute to the 
community.  Outside investors should have no 
say when they don’t have to live by them.  

13 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 11:55:56 Our home and lake Icaria Yes. Our county must stay agricultural rather 
than industrial. No more expansion for wind 
farms

Yes. No more solar farms Setbacks from property lines need to be 
increased to a mile. Consideration for the non 
participant is a must. 

No expansion. Expansion takes up farm land. Adams county priceless land coalition. The 
landowners and citizens of Adams county.  

14 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 10:40:38 Lake Icaria Yes. See comments. Yes There must be rules on set back and the number 
of windmills that a land owner can have.

There must be rules on set back and the number 
of solar panels.

All farmers in Adams County.  There is no reason 
for elected officials to no personally contact 
each land owner/farmer.  There are 5 board of 
supervisors to do this, there is only 3600 people 
in the county!   It is shameful what has 
transpired the last few months and years with 
the windmills.  Windmills do no good for anyone 
in Iowa.   Property values are going down and 
acreages can't be sold  due to the negligence of 
the elected officials.

15 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 09:11:40 Lake Icaria and the county's rolling hills/cropland Yes  I have real concern for a change in zoning 
from agricultural to industrial. We are a farming 
community. We need our farm families to be 
able to stay in farming -- and living in Adams 
County.  At last count, I thought there were 
approximately 150 windmills either up or to be 
built in the near future.   That is taking a very 
large number of acres out of production in our 
county ... acres our farmers can no longer farm. 
We are all aware that farmers need volume to 
succeed in these times. 

Yes Setbacks from homes AND property lines of non-
participants (i.e., flicker, noise, documented 
health problems, quality of life issues, ice 
forming on blades and being thrown long 
distances, etc.)   How and who will be 
responsible for windmills being dismantled when 
their life is done, etc.?   Other concerns are 
height limits, as well as the number of windmills 
allowed in the county.   How many is enough? 
The current 250 limit seems EXTREMELY 
excessive.   Those opposing the windmills so 
near to their property lines and homes are being 
taken advantage of with the current guidelines; 
this is NOT the way to treat our residents. They 
are also taxpayers.  It is a shame what is 
happening in Adams County.

I am concerned about the number of these that 
are planned. I have not heard about how many 
are being considered. It seems like there should 
be a reasonable limit on these also so as not to 
destroy so much of our Adams County farmland.

Any of the 900 plus people that have signed the 
petition and have researched these topics 
extensively. It seems like the people being 
consulted at this point have conflicts of interest 
... being in favor of, already having windmills, or 
working for wind companies.



16 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 09:30:01 Lake Icaria Yes. I believe their needs to be regulations in 
place that protect the property right, the health, 
and the well being of the neighbors of the 
turbines. Also the financial interest of the county 
would be best served if there is some regulations 
regarding the removal of the turbines by the 
companies erecting the turbines when they are 
no longer in use.

Yes, As an ag community, blessed with great 
farm land, it seems a shame to destroy the 
productive farm acres with solar panels. 

*Distance from neighbor's property lines; 
neighbor's who do not want the turbines.  
*Removal of the turbines by the companies who 
own them when they are no longer in use.  * 
Number allowed in the county (I think we have 
reached that limit).  * Height of the turbines. If 
there is no height limit, then increase the 
setbacks when turbine heights increase 

I'm not as familiar with the solar farms. I think 
run-off is a concern, but they don't seem as 
intrusive to neighbors as the turbines. My main 
concern is changing the status of the county 
from an Agriculture based (zoned) county to an 
industrial based (zoned) county. At some point in 
the future that will minimize (or allow more 
control over) the ability of the farmers to 
function. 

The neighbors to the wind farms and solar 
farms. Just listing to those who have been vocal 
would be a step in the right direction. There are 
over 900 signatures on a petition that obviously 
have an opinion and could be interviewed. It is 
obvious the supervisors have an agenda which 
they are pursuing without regard for those who 
may oppose their point of view. They have hand 
selected a zoning board to carry out their 
agenda, and also seem to not want any 
interference with their plans.

17 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 09:17:50 prescott no expansion no expansion all all adams county residents
18 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 08:57:42 The Rural area of the county, particularly the 

northeast which is getting ruined by wind 
turbines

Yes, I have serious concerns about both the long 
term and short term effects of the wind turbine 
farms and would like to see NO further turbines 
built in adams county

No, i would prefer to see solar farms vs wind 
turbines

Wind turbines should not be located as close to 
homes as they currently are being built. 
Neighbor permission within  3 miles should be 
required before any can be built

Need to ensure that no glare will affect neighbors Landowners/farmers/tenants. Environmental 
groups, local communities, including the 
neighbors and people who have no benefit from 
these being built, which is nearly everyone in the 
county

19 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 07:36:46 My home except looking west where the unsitely 
wind turbins  are,    

Yes they are obsolete before even being put up Yes wasting good farm land Don't put them up won't have to regulate Don't put them up won't have to regulate. Land owners

20 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 07:50:01 My home Yes, they’re are already too many and almost 
everywhere you look

Yes, they are taking up valuable farm land Distance to house and number of turbines 
allowed

Distance to residence and number allowed 

21 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 07:17:36 My home Yes. I feel like we need them not only for the 
electrical benefits also for the taxes they will pay 
the county  

Yes I feel like we need them not only for the 
electrical benefits but for the taxes they pay to 
the county 

Number of turbines. Distance from your house. Number of solar farms. Distance from your house Tax paying citizens 

22 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 06:21:17 Our farm, as well as all rural areas. Many, health issues, wildlife, lowered land 
values and destruction of the beautiful 
landscape.

No expansion. Setbacks from homes and property lines. Safety 
for all residents.

Location from those not involved. Property owners and farmers.

23 1.14497E+11 2023-12-28 06:21:15 Rural area Yes,they are destroying the beautiful views in 
the county

Yes destroying valuable farmland Distance from roads and houses Not allowed due to taking farmland off market Farmers and people who live here

24 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 22:50:43 The timbers near our rural home. No No Probably place a cap on the total number in the 
county. Enhance decommissioning requirements.

Appropriate road use agreements participating landowners. agriculture businesses 
that rely on good infrastructure. economic 
development organizations. rural residents. 
energy developers. school officials.

25 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 20:47:01 My home.  Yes.  I don't want to live surrounded by 
windmills and flashing red lights.  Economic 
development will suffer because others will not 
want to move here, and our land values may 
decrease.  Over 90% of the existing windmills in 
Adams County are owned by nonresidents who 
don't care about the neighbors or the county.    

Yes.  They need to be limited also.  Setbacks should be increased.  The number of 
wind farms in the county should be limited.  
Residents should be notified when these wind 
companies first come into the county to erect 
new windmills.    

There should be regulations about where solar 
farms can be established so that neighbors are 
not surrounded by the solar panels.  The number 
of solar farms in the county should also be 
limited.    

ALL Adams County residents.  We will all be 
affected by new solar and wind farms.  



26 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 20:05:12 My home and farm.  No concerns with safety or nuisance at all. This 
will generate 3 million a year in tax revenue to 
be shared with the county and schools. A lot of 
roads and bridges can be repaired and/or 
reopened.  Closed bridges pose a great public 
safety risk, one major OBJECTIVE issue is greater 
response time for any emergency in those areas 
VS subjective nuisance. I would choose PUBLIC 
SAFETY over any subjective nuisance!!!  My 
neighborhood has a bridge closed that is slated 
to be repaired in 2028! That creates a huge lag in 
EMS response time if anyone in this 
neighborhood should need it.  I have not heard 
any realistic solutions from anyone in opposition 
of the Wind Farms on how the County will be 
able to keep up with all the bridge and road 
repairs/closures we have currently and all the 
others to be closed in the near future.  Maybe 
they all live on or by a paved road or on a road 
that has no closed bridges, so they aren't 
concerned with that???   Public Safety should 
come first over opposition nuisance topics.  
Landowners should have the right to do what 
they want on their land.  2.4 million paid to all 
participating landowners.  These people shop, 
dine, buy locally, more dollars spent in Adams 
County!  I have no concerns at all, except for the 
bully tactics by the opposition of this Wind 
project and all their subjective nuisance issues 
and them having NO REALISTIC Solution for the 
county needs.   

No I think the regulations already in place are fine. N/A Invenergy and any landowners who would like to 
have wind turbines. Landowners who currently 
have wind turbines.      

27 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 20:34:00 The view from our east windows We have enough wind turbines in Adams   county Do we have any regulations on them at the 
present time?  

The number of wind turbines allowed and 
regulations on their placement.

There should be complete and public regulations 
before any more solar farms are allowed to be 
built

All interested residents of Adams county

28 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:21:09 The acreage where I have lived for 35 years  Yes, I feel they may be a very short-sighted 
solution for increased revenue.  I want no 
further expansion of wind farms! 

Why would you put solar farms in the farm belt?  
Is land and crops not more beneficial? Maybe 
solar farms in the desert, where the sun shines 
more than in Iowa.  

Who owns these? Who pays for the taxes? Who 
replaces, repairs or removes these when they 
wear out? Who takes care of all this when the 
government decides to no longer subsidize 
them.  No expansion!  No more in number and 
farther away from homes or the property of 
others.  

Regulate the number of farms and their 
placement.  I really don't think solar is the 
answer for Iowa.  Is our latitude conducive for it? 

The landowners who would be affected by this.  
If it's not going to be in your backyard, effecting 
your health and decreasing the value of your 
property maybe you shouldn't get to say.  

29 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:02:09 Our family farm especially the peace and quiet. 
My daughter loved to lay in yard at night and 
look up to see all the stars that we did not see in 
the city.  

Yes. Many are the same as expressed in the Free 
Press. The first BOS I attended I got the 
impression many board members had already 
decided their stance on the issue and didn't 
want to hear from opponents. I concluded this 
after observing board members looking through 
papers and not having eye contact with those 
speaking. Wind farm corporate representatives 
invited to speak but minimizing time allowed for 
opponents to speak. Public opinion needed to be 
in this decision from the start.

None at this time Number allowed, location and setbacks, removal 
when no longer functioning

Locations, number allowed         Landowners, Elected officials in a town hall 
setting where their constituents are present and 
able to ask questions and provide input as well.    



30 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:20:37 Lake Icaria As long as landowners want to participate, I 
think wind and solar are good options at this 
point and time.

No, as long as landowners are participating 
voluntarily I have no issues with solar 

I feel setbacks from our natural "wildlife" areas 
are important, and I think a reasonable setback 
from non-participating landowners in a 
reasonable consideration

I feel Solar farms are less visual and noise impact 
on neighbors, so I have less concerns for solar 
farms.

I feel all residents of Adams County are 
stakeholders and I think this and public forums 
are a great way to let everyone provide input.  I 
do feel that there will be opposition that is not 
willing to look unbiasedly at the benefits to the 
whole county, and I feel their biased opposition 
should not be allowed to flood over the opinions 
of the rest of the county population, even 
though they are making the most noise.  Our 
elected officials have been elected to represent 
their share of the county, so in the end I feel it 
should be left to the Board of Supervisors as our 
elected officials to have final say, once they have 
consulted with professionals in the area of Wind 
and Solar.  They will be acting with the guidance 
of the zoning commission, as well as plenty of 
public feedback.

31 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:14:20 My home Yes I hate them Yes Not to have any!! All of them Land owners
32 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:06:32 My land No No What we have for ordinance is good, need 

decomission plan
Decomission plan Cipco, Rec, School Districts, Land Owners signing 

up their land
33 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 14:03:21 Out in the countryside. Yes Don't think so. Distance from people's homes. Distance from people's homes. Don't know?
34 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 13:15:50 My Farm No No Decommission plans Decommission plans The landowners who will be putting them in, 

REC, Central Iowa Power Co-Operative, Schools, 
Main Street, County

35 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 12:47:47 Golf Course. No. No. Size. equal opportunity. Landowners, business owners, and the schools. 

36 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 12:50:33 Golf Course No No Size Size Landowners
37 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 12:19:03 Favorite place WAS my home but now it's 

surrounded with turbines.
They need to stop expansion.  Enough is enough.  
 Our county has been ruined.  

We don't need solar.  It's bad enough our county 
is being ruined by turbines, we don't need solar, 
too.  

Turbines never should have been allowed in 
county in first place.  They are not FARMS!!!!  
Turbines have nothing to do with agriculture.  

There shouldn't be any solar in Adams Co.  We 
already have a mess with turbines that have 
ruined friendships with neighbors, etc.  

Stop expansion of turbines then won't need 
answers to these questions.   We have concerns 
but no one listens anyway.  

38 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 10:42:32 My childhood home/farm now that I own. Of course! current ordinances (and proposed) 
favor the developer. If they keep distance 
ordinances to only 1500 feet they can cram 
more turbines in our beautiful little county. They 
decrease acreage values and homes. Particularly, 
Who would purchase one within earshot of one. 
(humming, squeaking, vibrating, etc.) who would 
purchase one with a turbine (or several) blocking 
views, shadow flicker, etc? Why do people want 
to live here? For beautiful views, peaceful and 
quiet surroundings,  NOT turbines. I'm 
concerned about land vales for all farmland and 
acreages. 120 turbines are enough. No one is 
going to take the current $1.7 million county 
getting now. It is just greed for wanting more, 
not whether they're  helping save the 
environment. What a joke. I'm always concerned 
when I hear " it brings in new jobs". All 
construction workers and material/supplies are 
brought in the county. Cooneys with their porta 
potty business along with restaurants and 
Caseys and maybe hotel usage are temporary. 
The only local job left is maintenance people 
which for Adams county is four men ( I think). 
Two of whom do not live in the county thus 
taking business, tax dollars and possibly kids out 
of our county.  

Just don't even start with them. We are an 
agricultural state/county. Quit covering up food 
producing land with this garbage. Corn. corn, 
corn provides food for livestock thus food for 
people, provides for ethanol for clean air, and is 
the best converter of CO2 to oxygen in the 
world> The whole idea of less corn production is 
just absurd. 

SETBACKS! If Adams county is ignorantly and 
blatantly going to not have ordinances without 
including height caps, how could you ever have 
them anywhere  near  a home? You cannot set 
back a turbine after you retrofit  one with higher 
heights. I know of at least four families who have 
moved from the project area SE of Corning. 
What happens when they up the height on 
those? more people moving and no one moving 
in.   Why such a high number for decibels? Set 
them low. For goodness sake they're loud now. A 
bigger turbine is  going to be louder!  Why not 
have a hard copy of the bird and bat studies 
done on file at the engineer's office along with 
road use agreements and other studies done? 
Why isn't that standard? So they won't be 
accountable for  those wildlife studies actually 
being done? The county should request that so 
people can see them, especially since that is a 
huge concern for many people.   And make the 
setbacks from property lines not homes! I should 
not make money off my neighbor's land. Make 
my land make money for me,  not my neighbors. 
That's another absurdity. 

The setbacks for solar should be at least a half 
mile also. They should not cover land with a CSR 
higher than 70. Why are we covering ANY highly 
productive ag land?!  

Is the general public considered a stakeholder? If 
not, they should be. They are the largest group 
these farms affect. Big corporations who are out 
for a profit disguised as "environmentally 
friendly" should not be interviewed. A few 
landowners who want these farms should be , 
while remembering they too are out for profit, 
not what is best for the entire county. I have 
listened to local Farm Bureaus, and a recent 
online workshop to help with understanding 
these easements, what a joke. Clearly not 
supporting and protecting landowners from 
these deceptive agreements. 

39 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 11:42:49 At the base of a windturbine None nope Make sure all windturbines are close to those 
who oppose them

none Invenergy , Landowners , Mickey  Mouse



40 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 11:27:59 My farm Yes very much so. We need to immediately stop 
building any more!!  They are ruining our 
country side!!

Not as much as the wind turbines We have too many turbines now More thought needs to be given to these as well 
as the turbines

Anybody that lives in Adam’s county should have 
a stake in this.  It’s just a money grab for greedy 
people at the expense of their neighbors!!!!

41 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 11:20:36 My farm NO more turbines!!!! Stop using the best soil in the world for these 
and the turbines

We made soooo many mistakes when this 
process started years ago.   Stop now and no 
more turbines!

Any person that has to live by these obnoxious 
things 

42 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 10:54:18 Nodaway Yes Yes Setbacks Setbacks Land owners and acreage owners
43 1.14497E+11 2023-12-27 09:12:11 My home is my favorite place but I love the 

entire county.
Yes I want no more wind farms in Adams County. 
We already have too many. It has been 
devastating to many families in our community 
already. I have had friends move out of the 
county because of it. We can’t afford to make 
our agricultural county into a industrial county. 
Our income is derived from agriculture not wind 
industry. The stroke of a pen in Washington DC 
can bring the entire windy energy hoax to an end 
and then we are stuck with millions and millions 
of dollars worth of clean up that we can’t afford. 
These farms will never be the same again after 
this experiment is over. 

I want no large scale solar farms in Adams 
County either. I have been watching the one 
being built near Creston. It is going to be a 
disaster for those local people. Those farms will 
never be able to be put back to the way they 
were before this.

Every aspect should be regulated. They shouldn’t 
be over 300 feet tall. The setback distance 
should be measured from property lines. They 
should be 1 mile setback from property lines. 
The shadow effect should not be allowed on 
roadways. This also prevent ice throw injuries. 
The blinking lights should only come on when an 
airplane is nearby at night. The sound decibel 
should be 40 dB maximum. Whoever owns the 
wind farms must be forced to pay for repairs to 
roads immediately. There needs to be money 
already in an account that covers the cost of 
removing them before they can be built. And 
that needs to increase overtime as cost go up. 
This part cannot change when ownership 
changes. Otherwise these will be left to our 
counties or landowners expense to remove 
which is cost prohibitive. Only landowners who 
live on the property should be allowed to put up 
a turbine. Once they build next to their house 
then they can build on other locations as long as 
1 mile set backs are kept. This will require them 
to talk with their neighbors to work together to 
have them in their neighborhood if they all agree 
to it. Absentee landowners should not be 
allowed to participate. This only encourages 
outside investors ( even foreign investors) to 
purchase land here only to receive a check and 
not care about what they are destroying in our 
local community. They need a large area around 
them to be seeded and mowed weekly to help 
reduce the risk of fire spreading. No one wants 

All aspects. Same as with wind. Not only every current resident in the county but 
also all the people who will be inheriting the 
land in the next generation. This is a problem for 
many generations to come. The next generation 
will be forced to pay to remove them after this 
generation has already spent the money they 
got from having them. They won’t get enough 
money from selling their parents retirement 
home down south to pay the cost to remove the 
turbines when their just sitting there not in use 
anymore. At a minimum this should be voted on 
by the voters in Adams county. Something this 
serious that completely changes how our county 
looks for generations to come should not be 
decided by five individuals who are not currently 
listening to their constituents voices. So much 
for representative governing. It’s been very 
obvious that the only people wanting turbines to 
come are the very ones that will benefit 
financially from them and at the expense of the 
vast majority that do not want them. There is a 
word for that and it is not democracy!

44 1.14496E+11 2023-12-26 19:25:38 Our home/farmstead and properties we own Yes - there should not be any more turbines 
installed in our county.  When are you going to 
say enough is enough?

Yes - why would you want to remove even more 
farm land from production?  World populations 
continue to rise & more & more farmland is 
being destroyed.  There will be less food 
produced. 

Put an end to any more turbines and/or no more 
being put up beginning NOW!  Decommissioning 
- height of turbines - distance of turbines from 
road ways - measuring distance for a turbine 
from property lines not from a house.  

There should be no more solar farms in Adams 
County.

All the people who signed the Petition provided 
to BOS beginning in February, 2023 through 
current time.  It's time to listen to the other 
people in Adams County - not just the signers.  
Stop listening to the Wind Turbine people - they 
are not the ones who live here - the BOS is 
elected by the people - and you are not listening.  
 The BOS work for us - we the people of Adams 
County.  

45 1.14496E+11 2023-12-26 14:42:42 My home in the country.  The lake Yes.  Very concerned about damage possibly to 
water table, it's impact on soil, impact on 
wildlife, ruins country landscape, the number of 
them going up, who pays to remove them, for 
them, where/how disposed of..how does that 
impact our soil?  How much do they dry out the 
soil?  Heighth restriction.  DO NOT want one 
based on our foundation line.  FENCE LINE like 
all other farming/agricultural decisions are based 
off.  Noise.  Blinking lights.  This is ALL we get in 
land and water.  We NEED to protect it

Yes.  Appearance.  Again...who removes and 
pays for it?  Do we as a 'community ' get relief 
from our electric bills?  We should!

Heighth.   Distance from fence lines only.  
Number allowed.  Water /soil testing 
periodically.   Noise/blinking lights reduced 
somehow

Basically that which applies from above ? ??? People/towns who have had them?  Don't 
understand question. 



46 1.14496E+11 2023-12-26 13:38:58 our home.  we purchased this home at auction a 
couple of years ago and was so happy to not 
have windmills surrounded by our house.  in our 
previous home, I could count over 60 windmills 
looking out my small kitchen window.

obviously based on my previous comment.  we 
were drawn to this home because we can enjoy 
the inside and outside of our home without the 
disruption of the wind turbines. not just the look 
of them but the sound, flicker and shadows that 
constantly surround them.

yes all of them especially the rights of those who 
wish not to partake in them.

again, all your residents, people who actually live in the 
county

47 1.14496E+11 2023-12-26 12:40:06 Home Nope Nope Set back is fine unless you prefer candles Are they that big of a problem Everyone should be heard but it isn't going to 
please everyone 

48 1.14496E+11 2023-12-26 10:30:13 Home Yes Yes Distance to the neighbors house Distance to the neighbors house The people they are building them by. I noticed 
the people that want them don’t build them by 
their own house

49 1.14496E+11 2023-12-25 19:33:04 No Expansion No Expansion No Expansion No Expansion No Expansion No Expansion
50 1.14496E+11 2023-12-25 19:24:10 HOME ABSOLUTELY NONE ABSOLUTELY NON DISTANCE FROM RESIDENCE DISTANCE FROM RESIDENCE PEOPLE WHO LOOK AT ISSUES LOGICALLY AND 

NOT EMOTIONALLY. PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
RATIONAL REASONS FOR THEIR POSITION AND 
NOT MISINFORMATION DISTRIBUTED BY 
SEVERAL "ACTIVISTS"

51 1.14496E+11 2023-12-25 04:44:26 Adams County Speedway No Yes None Limited Farmers
52 1.14496E+11 2023-12-24 21:10:30 The land Yes Yes No expansion No expansion No expansion 
53 1.14496E+11 2023-12-24 12:49:49 my home yes yes no expansion, distances from property lines no expansion the property owners
54 1.14496E+11 2023-12-24 09:15:45 Home They help with property taxes No None Distance to homes Do not know
55 1.14496E+11 2023-12-24 08:59:57 The beautiful countryside, free from windmills.  

Where you can see the beautiful skylines, hear 
the peace and the quiet.  

Yes. Yes. Distance away from property lines NOT 
foundational lines.  The same safety requlations 
required for windmill employees should also be 
required & followed for the closest home.  There 
should also be a cap on how many can be in an 
area and/or in a county.  

Solar farms should be away from people’s 
homes and from the beauty of the countryside.  
These completely change the landscape; they 
need to be hidden as much as they can be if they 
are to go up. 

56 1.14496E+11 2023-12-23 19:22:21 My farm and Lake Icaria Safety, Setbacks from my property line, Property 
rights, negative effects experienced by living 
near a turbine,  health issues

Setbacks from property lines and safety 
regulations

Adams County residents

57 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 10:54:04 anywhere that I cannot see big money wind 
towers

yes. County cannot live on "taxing" wind towers 
for income to survive-thus selling out everything 
else, for tax money

Yes- money is "our" tax money-that investment 
corps get free and residents want extra income 
from other people's taxes

Property values, future now what's, quality and 
efficiency of wind tower generation, what they 
look like to visitors, greed for fast money,  all 
residents of Adams county get no benefits and 
deductions from electricity generated -why? NO 
EXPANSION

free space- where the people's tax money comes 
from and goes- quality and efficiency of 
generation- they don't work- NO EXPANSION

EVERYONE that gets tax payer free money, to 
make money, at the expense of residents of 
Adams County, they promise the world too

58 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 10:36:10 Anywhere I cannot see or HEAR wind turbines! Adams County is a rural farming community. We 
are ruining productive farm ground with turbines 
and solar panels. Especially when our county 
doesn’t even get the use of the electricity they 
produce. 

Same answer as above! All aspects. This should be set up using input 
from all residents, not just the few who are 
pushing for more money in their pockets. Leave 
the attorneys from the renewable energy out of 
it and let our county decide what is best for us!

Again, same as above. Our county residents who have to live with the 
results for many years to come. 

59 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 09:04:03 Home with our nice view, except on the west 
side where there are the unsightly wind turbines.

Yes, they are ruining our land. Anytime you pour 
concrete, it destroys the land.

Yes, we don’t need the solar farms either. They 
take good productive land and ruin it.

They should have to be far away from homes 
and property lines.

They should be far away from homes and 
property lines

Every landowner should have a vote to have 
them or not

60 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 09:04:04 My farm/property with my home and my 
unobstructed view.

Yes - not in favor of any more windmills to be 
built in Adams County  * ruining our land/our 
natural resources  * Pouring concrete and cables 
that will never come out  * environment 
concerns  * neighbor disputes/community 
animosity  * property devaluations  * increased 
property taxes  * Lack of interest of kids wanting 
to come back and farm due to windsmills- safety 
concerns  * No one wants to build a new home 
around windmills  * Health concerns  * Flicker 
creating problems  

Yes - not in favor of any more solar farms to be 
built in Adams County  * ruining our land/our 
natural resources  * environment concerns  * 
neighbor disputes/community animosity  * 
property devaluations  * increased property 
taxes  * Lack of interest of kids wanting to come 
back and farm due to solar- safety concerns  * 
No one wants to build a new home around solar  
* Health concerns  * Need more time for data to 
be collected to make informed decisions

* Number  *Adams County does NOT need to 
build any more windmills  *Height  *Lenth of the 
blades  *Property lines (needs to based off of 
property lines and not a residence)  * Light - only 
comes on when planes around  * When this 
comes to fruition - the landowner and our 
county supervisors who voted for these things 
should be on the hook personally to pay to take 
these down

* Number  *Adams County does NOT need to 
build any more solar farms  *Property lines 
(needs to based off of property lines and not a 
residence)  * When this comes to fruition - the 
landowner and our county supervisors who 
voted for these things should be on the hook 
personally to pay to take these down

* Every voter in Adams County should be able to 
vote on a ballot whether they are in favor of 
these "renewable (selling America out to China) 
energy sources. We live in a democracy. Let the 
people decide!! Seriously!! I've never seen a 
more stupid county board of supervisors who 
don't listen to their constituents!



61 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 09:25:46  1.What I love most about Adams County Iowa 
is it’s beauty. I love the rolling hills and just 
enjoying the nature that God created.  I LOVE 
sitting on my porch and watching the beautiful 
sunsets.

 2.Yes, I have many concerns about the 
windfarms in Adams County.  First, they are an 
eyesore.  We still don’t know how they are truly 
affecting the environment, our health, safety, 
and animal habitat, They are scattered 
industrialization that is being forced upon some 
who do not want them.  People who do NOT 
want them will be affected visually, financially, 
and possibly their health and safety.  In addition, 
I’m concerned that at the end of the windmills 
life the wind energy companies will weasel out 
of removing them their land will not ever be 
returned to the state it was before.  They say the 
farm is liable to remove it then, but that means 
the taxpayer will once again be held holding the 
bag.  There will be ghost farm windmills that will 
cloud the landscape for decades.  

 3.Solar farms are less of an eyesore, because 
they are lower to the ground, but they take 
productive farmland out of production.  And 
who will handle their removal when their life is 
over.  I think there will be many other forms of 
electricity, such as nuclear moving forward and 
the wind and solar farms will be obsolete in 30 
years.  

 4.Regula on for wind farms should first be at 
least 1-1 ½ miles from the nearest homestead.  
However, the problem with this is – it limits 
future/new homestead sites for landowners.  
The non-Pro windmill landowner should be 
compensated for their decrease in land value.  
Decommissioning costs must be put in escrow, 
and they must be removed in a timely manner. 

 5.I am not as familiar with solar farms; 
decommissioning costs should be put in escrow, 
and they must be removed in a timely manner.  

 6.You should interview all county residents.   
The TOTAL Adams County Comprehensive Plan 
should be updated, especially since the previous 
one is at least 60 years old.  It should be a slow, 
methodical process and not done in piecemeal 
and then ramrodded through.  

62 1.14495E+11 2023-12-23 02:54:43 My favorite place in Adams County is being out 
in the pasture with the cows. 

Yes. Several. Setbacks need to be greater so they 
are not too close to non participants homes and 
property. There should be hight restrictions. 
There should be restrictions on the total number 
in the county as well as in a section or area. 

I have not thought too much about Solar farms 
in Adams County. 

Every aspect should be regulated. I am not 
against them bout there should not be an 
"anything goes" attitude towards them. Number 
of turbines in the county should be regulated. 
Setbacks from non participants property should 
be regulated. Hight should be regulated. 
Decommissioning plans should be in place. Both 
the person with windmills on their property and 
those that do not have rights. 

Not sure.   Anyone living in the county is affected. Even if 
you own a house or a small acreage near several 
windmills that property will be harder to sell 
because it shrinks the pool of potential buyers. 
This essentially lowers the value of the property. 
So landowners that have windmills are making 
more money and neighbors without them are 
losing money if their property is not able to be 
sold. Common sense Restrictions required. 

63 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 23:40:58 Lake Icaria No, I support wind farms and energy. No, I support renewable energy and believe 
Adams County should welcome it. 

Nothing other than federal / state regulations, 
particularly on private property. 

Nothing other than federal / state regulations. The general public, who have opinions on both 
sides. 

64 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 22:34:17 My farm No No Distance from the turbines to a lived in house. Size Land owners, BOS, FB , Realtors 

65 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 22:20:48 My country home near Prescott That there are no regulations for wind farms and 
no protection for non-participating residents 
that are near wind farms. No more expansion of 
wind farms

No expansion Setbacks from property line especially for 
nonparticipating owners. No expansion

No expansion ALL residents but especially those who do not 
share a property line to those participating in the 
wind farms but are forced to live within  1/2 mile 
of any wind turbines. 

66 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 20:05:08 my home yes no number, location, setbacks to other properties, 
airport, 

set backs to other properties property owners, neighbors, all citizens as they 
will be effected with taxes



67 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 14:43:59 My name is Jason King, and my home is my 
favorite place in Adams County, I also enjoy 
public hunting lands and fishing locations.

YES! I absolutely do! I don't own much land, at 
3.28 acres, in Adams County when compared to 
many others. MY LAND IS MY HOME! I would 
not make decisions about my property that 
could affect neighbors negatively without 
consulting those neighbors and, if necessary, 
reforming my plans to meet a compromise. I 
believe my neighbors would offer me the same 
consideration. I do NOT believe that an absentee 
power corporation would even consider my 
opinion, my home, or my quality of life in any 
decisions, not now and not in the future. It's 
difficult to ignore the consequences of windmill 
generators that are already, in my steadfast 
opinion, much too close to my home. Cash flow, 
and remedies for lower than desired cash flow, 
are temporary situations with many, many 
options for solutions that don't include selling 
out the future generations of our families. I've 
witnessed too many "give them and inch and 
watch them take a mile" mistakes made to ever 
be convinced that this is not one of them. Big 
dollar energy conglomerates are more than 
capable of building alternative energy 
monstrosities on their own properties and next 
to their own buildings. I don't want my legacy to 
be one of a man that was more interested in 
money than what really matters. If we let it 
begin with us, when will it ever end? I do not 
want my children, grandchildren, or anyone for 
that matter to inherit an empty, wind swept, 
cracked field of lifeless dirt. 

Yes, they aren't being constructed out of sight on 
difficult land to farm. Adams County businesses 
bring in good revenue from folks traveling here 
to camp at Lake Icaria, to hunt, to fish, and it 
seems like common sense that those travelers 
will go elsewhere very soon after their wants 
and needs are no longer being fulfilled in Adams 
County. Does anyone believe that a family 
looking for a relaxing time of cooking freshly 
caught fish over a camp fire that will change to 
s'mores and scary stories after sunset will come 
to a place that looks and acts like every  other 
place? I do not. It doesn't take a very long drive 
to see exactly how areas are affected negatively 
by big energy that's unwilling to put these same 
contraptions in view of their own decision 
makers. Let's let Adams County be the 
exception, our farms, homes, and natural 
resources are more important than profit.

100% of all commercial wind farms should be 
banned.

100% of all commercial solar farms should be 
banned.

I believe that every rural land owner in Adams 
County should have an equal voice, along with 
our local DNR agent. 

68 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 15:03:43 Lake Icaria, City Park, Main Street No, not a one. Helping with growth for the 
county.

Not a lot maybe extreme weather. Reasonable setback for both sides. Size is a concern. Comparison to other counties in the state of 
Iowa. Environmental, Natural Resources, Land-
Use Authorities.

69 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 15:01:00 Happy hollow No as long as they are far enough away  , and 
they actually pay their way

No as long as they pay their way and made in 
the USA 

Same answer as number 3 Same as 3and4 The money people 

70 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 12:57:54 My home in Prescott Township and Lake Icaria in 
my camper!

I do not. I believe they are safe, they are a great 
source of revenue for bridges, roads, and special 
projects, and they are freedom from foreign 
sources of energy. I can see them from every 
window in my home and they do not cause me 
any issue and I receive no income from them so 
my opinion is not biased. I think the energy 
should stay local as much as possible.

I do not. I think the energy should stay local as 
much as possible. Again I feel like it is a cleaner 
energy source free from foreign sources of 
energy. Samsung owns the solar farm I am 
familiar with and they are based in South Korea. 
They are not a communist country and they are 
a more likely ally of the United States.

I think the set backs from existing homes and the 
decommissioning plans should be regulated by 
Adams County. I think the energy should stay 
local as much as possible.

I believe the solar farms have decommissioning 
plans but if there was a project that didn't have 
one it should be required. I think the energy 
should stay local as much as possible.

I think the residents of a proposed wind farm 
and the residents of an established wind farm. If 
these parties can not behave in a respectful 
manner their concerns become less valid. There 
are many ways to convey a message without 
harassing our Board of Supervisors and it's 
advising committees.

71 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 12:52:58 my farm visually unpleasant , noise pollution, if kept to under 3 acres (130,680sq.ft) per site ALL aspects size per site, location regarding visual 
appearance away from traffic and neighbors.. 
Much easier than the turbines!!!

Renewable Energy Stakeholders should have no 
say.. Period.. It's completely up to citizens within 
the county to allow any of it, not even the 
elected officials/supervisors should decide.. 

72 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 12:26:11 My home Yes Yes Quantity, setback from residences, road use, 
decommissioning, nuisance provisions 

Incentive to place on less productive land, 
setback

All property owners and residents of Adams 
County, developers, utilities 

73 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 11:23:49 My farm, Lake Icaria, Main Street No, they are safe, no health concerns, we need 
them for our county. Revenues will help repair 
bridges roads. As well as support Lake Icaria 

For the amount of land needed to produce that 
amount of electricity I'm not sure it is worth it.  

Fair set backs that don't take the landowners 
rights away. 

Fair set backs that don't take the landowners 
rights away. 

74 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 11:11:33 Our farm land I don’t want them I don’t want them If we don’t have them we wouldn’t worry about 
it 

If we don’t have them we wouldn’t worry about 
it 

The land owner should have the right to keep 
their land for farming so I’d say you should listen 
to what they have to say

75 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 11:02:03 Lake Icaria No No Make every aspect of the program recyclable. 
Withhold funds up front to properly take them 
down. Make the tax from them available 
immediately upon construction. Raise the levy 
rate on them. Double the payment to the land 
owners.

Same as above. CEO's, President's, Manager's and Large county 
Employers of the county business's that have the 
greatest impact on local economy and use the 
most energy.                           



76 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 10:21:51 My Farmstead Not really. I don't want to have 500 of them in 
Adams County but the continue increase of 
energy needs and strain on our electrical grid 
gives me great concerns. Not to mention the 
viability of Adams County and making sure they 
can provide the same great services I'm 
accustomed to.

Again i see the need, but i don't like how much 
land they take up. I could see them on buildings, 
but to take good farm ground away from 
growing crops or good pasture from raising 
livestock when we are tasked with feeding the 
world seems like a bad idea. But again the need 
for more energy outweighs this and it should be 
up to the landowner.

A set back from non-participants that is fair to 
the land owner who wants them and the non-
participant maybe 1500-1800 ft.

How many acres they can take up. Land owners and rural residents as the people in 
town aren't effected by it. 

77 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 08:44:56 Main Street Nope Yep Reasonable setbacks from non-participants, that 
allow landowners the most reasonable use of 
their property. (Including participants.)

Size Both participants and non-participants should 
have their voices heard equally. The board of 
supervisors and experts in the wind energy field 
should have the most input into the Renewable 
Energy Chapter. Not persons with extensive free 
time and the ability to use google search.

78 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 07:00:07 The farm land I own and the family farm land in 
Mercer and Washington townships that belongs 
to my family and my spouses family are my 
favorite places in Adams County.  The peace I get 
from being on the land where the previous 3 
generations  lived and worked is immeasurable. 

Yes. There are enough already. No more are 
needed. Beyond that, the setback restrictions 
from property lines is a big concern. If my 
neighbor chooses to put turbines on his/her land 
I'll be forever impacted but having longer 
setbacks would help.  Negotiations between 
neighbors for placement would be helpful as 
there may be impacts on a certain placement a 
neighbor might not understand. My 2nd concern 
is the impact on the land now and when the 
turbines reach their end date and it's the 
landowners responsibility to remove them.  
What a mess that'll be.  

There doesn't seem to be as much 
environmental impact with solar farms. I would 
have the same two major concerns as above but 
to a lesser degree.

The number of turbines allowed in a section and 
in the county at large, setbacks from property 
lines and homes, and cleanup/removal at the 
end of the life of the turbines should be 
regulated.

Same as #4 Current landowners of Adams County farmland 
whether they reside on the land or not should 
have a voice.  

79 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 06:25:33 My years and view in Nodaway . Yes! I don't think they're risks outweigh their 
profit.

Yes! I don't think their risks outweigh the profit! Every aspect should be studied and evaluated. The pros and cons of the project. The citizens that have to look at them, pay for 
them, and are expected to pay for the upkeep. 
and see that they are removed properly and 
carefully.

80 1.14495E+11 2023-12-22 06:08:36 Lake Icaria and my home Yes the current rules allow for placement too 
close to homes and that has a negative impact 
on the home owner.

No Wind companies are allowed to place them too 
close to homes. They are noisy.

Residents 

81 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 20:45:30 Our back yard - peaceful and no turbines in sight 
for wind break trees block the view.

yes, grave concerns - we don't need more, have 
too many already!

Less concern than new windfarms. Put stop to any new wind farms. period. Size, placement Residents of Adams Co - get their opinions and 
input

82 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 18:26:44 Home Absolutely NONE at all Same ... Absolutely NONE at all Don't put them on the roads Same ... Don't put them on the roads What Steak Holders??
83 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 18:20:44 Not one place over another. No concern Rather have wind farms. Seen the huge solar 

farms in western usa. Not a fan
A fair set back for all involved. Set back only.

84 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 17:18:53 I like the country side I don't want to live near wind farms and would 
like my land (not just my house) protected

Don't know much about solar farms Height, sound and set backs (to property lines) 
should be regulated

don't know residents and landowners

85 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 16:49:11 Lakes, parks, rural areas, beautiful countryside. Yes, many concerns. From individual health, 
damage to wildlife, damage and potential 
devaluation to property of those that do not 
want the windfarms. Long term effects of the 
windmills when they become obsolete and are 
left to rot in our county. This will happen at 
some point since the government funds are 
keeping the industry alive, once more efficient 
methods are discovered, they will discontinue 
funding and the companies that are responsible 
for the upkeep and dismantling will be bankrupt. 
Single landowners will not have the funds to pay 
for their disposal.  This is a legacy issue and 
should not be viewed as short term tax or 
funding windfall for the county or the 
landowners. 

I do not have the concerns with solar farms since 
they are generally concentrated in specific areas 
and do not require hundreds of square miles of 
space. They also do not seem to have the 
potential health and wildlife concerns that the 
wind farms can bring with them.  Again this is 
probably a short-term energy solution in the 
grand scheme of things and will probably at 
some point be obsolete.  

They should be heavily regulated. There should 
be a minimum set back of a mile from those 
landowners that do not wish to sell their legacy 
to government funded short term energy 
solutions that will most likely be obsolete in 20 
years. I would like to think that those on the 
board would like to be able to tell their kids and 
grandkids they stood up to big government and 
protected their legacy by preserving the land 
and wildlife far into the future when the wind 
companies have gone bankrupt and abandoned 
the county. 

All aspects. Even though they don't have the 
widespread impact on all individuals in the 
county there are still concerns over proper 
maintenance and disposal of solar panels. 

Every rural landowner in the county is a 
stakeholder. Individuals that have lived here all 
their lives as well as those that have moved here 
to raise a family. Hopefully the long-term legacy 
that we can leave future generations will 
override those that view short term financial 
gains as a reason to ruin the counties natural 
beauty and resources. 



86 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 16:54:50 MY FARM YES.  No More.  MY FARM IN MERCER CENTER IS 
SURROUNDED BY THEM.  THE NOISE, THE 
FLICKER, THE DEAD BIRDS HAVE RUINED MY 
FARM.  BOS ONLY CARE ABOUT MONEY, NOT 
RESIDENTS OF ADAMS CO.

Yes.  No More ALL.  THEY ARE RUINING THE FARMLAND AND 
VIEW.  VISITORS DISLIKE THEM AND ARE 
QUITTING COMING TO ADAMS COUNTY 
BECAUSE OF THEM.  MANY SAY NO LONGER 
COME TO LAKE ICARIA OR TO MAIN STREET TO 
SHOP.

ALL--100% FARM LAND OWNERS FIRST.  MAIN STREET 
COMMITTEE, SENIOR CITIZENS.

87 1.14495E+11 2023-12-21 12:51:16 Fishing pond No. I sure do not want to be dependent on 
foreign oil.

No Set back distance, neighborhood consideration  Set back distance, neighborhood consideration. Landowners

88 1.14494E+11 2023-12-21 11:29:25 My home in the country side. Yes, many concerns! Too close to 
home/property lines.  Noise.  Blinking lights from 
every angle now!  Once beautiful views 
diminished.  Safety.  Too many!  Don't want to 
see any more. Valuable crop ground being 
destroyed in support of turbines.  Where will it 
stop?  Danger to wild life.

Depends on where they are going to be located.  
Size.  Noise.  Again, crop ground being used to 
support solar farms. 

Size, location, cap on how many.  We need to 
stop at 121 turbines before we totally destroy 
our county.  We need aircraft detection lights to 
help with the nighttime blinking red lights.  
Height caps.  Bigger set backs.  1200 feet is too 
close to our homes and property.   At least 3200 
feet from property lines.  Decommissioning Plan.

89 1.14494E+11 2023-12-21 11:23:10 all of rural Adams county yes, the expansion of wind turbines and the BOS 
not listening to the people

not as much as the turbines no expansion no expansion the people living in Adams county

90 1.14494E+11 2023-12-21 10:50:41 CORNING NO NO UNSURE UNSURE LAND OWNERS AND RESIDENTS
91 1.14494E+11 2023-12-21 09:31:35 The beautiful country landscape. I have always 

loved seeing nothing but farm land and nature. It 
surely is not south of town. The noise those 
things Make are Maddening.  

Yes It is ruining the views. A lot of people move 
to the country to get away from that kind of 
view. I may have to leave another rural area 
again because I don't want to see these, or the 
red lights at nights. I think we have enough.

Yes, I believe this is going to impact our small 
rural community badly. I have family in California 
that lives by these and they no longer can grow 
plants, grass in their yards anymore. My cousin 
has had no luck using the ground around her 
home for nature. She has lived near these for 
over 15 years. Their utilities are higher than they 
should be and she has dirt and rocks for a year. 

I think all aspects should be regulated in Adams 
County. I think we have enough of them. If big 
wind companies want more wind energy they 
can find it in states that are not agricultural. Like 
Wyoming, or someplace that no one in the 
country depends on our corn, and hogs for life. 

I think all aspects. I feel like this is going to be a 
bigger problem in the future. These wind farm 
and solar farm people don't tell you everything. 
They keep their people who are in a contract 
with them on a gag order; and the people who 
buy land from the original owner of land they 
are on a gag order. I would say just ask them but 
they could not tell you. Hint the gag order. 

well anyone who is a stakeholder is not going to 
speak out against what the county is doing. So 
you can ask and talk to them all you want and 
they are going to paint roses on everyones butt, 
to make it the bigger better deal, when all they 
are after is to more or less take and never give 
back. I think with all the people who have come 
forward and spoke their opinion on the matter 
who HAVE TO LIVE BY THEM or do live by them, 
that have had issues with them, should be asked 
and all questions answered.    Yet we can not be 
asked questions, or even speak on the matter 
due to the gag order that is in the contract 
paperwork we sign and did not realize was there. 
So we have to stay silent, and watch as our 
beloved county and home gets over taken by 
these windmills that drive some of us crazy with 
the sound waves they put off. I no longer live in 
the country outside of town due to the noise 
they make. I can't take it, it drives me crazy. 
Even driving by them with my windows down 
the noise hurts my ears. It's not fair I have to be 
in town now due to them. I think people are 
greedy and want the money they offer, but 
money is not worth the price we pay to watch 
one of the most beautiful counties go to ruin 
over money and windmills. It is really sad you 
have landowners wanting the money and not 
realizing that there is a cost that just is not 
worth. 

92 1.14494E+11 2023-12-21 08:22:58 The acreage where we live Not\ne that I can think of None that I can think of The distance from a wind turbine to a residence  
located on property not owned by the person 
where the wind turbine is located.  I do not 
know what the distance should be.

The distance from a solar farm to a residence  
located on property not owned by the person 
where the solar farm  is located.  I do not know 
what the distance should be.

The stakeholders are the residents and tax 
payers in Adams County that want Adams 
County to grow and thrive.  County services cost 
money , money comes from taxes.  wind 
turbines and solar fields bring in tax dollars.  At 
this time there is not a better opportunity to get 
the tax dollars.  I don't know by name who these 
stake holders are but residents and tax payers 
need to understand the choice's when it comes 
to generating the tax dollars  for the county to 
maintain a posive trajectory.  



93 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 21:13:40 Lake Icaria I don’t want a wind turbine within 1500 feet of 
my property line. I have an acreage, as does 
everyone on my road, and I want to be able to 
build a house on another piece of it for us as we 
age and have our kids live in our current home. If 
the distance is only from current buildings then I 
won’t be able to build elsewhere on my land

Just that they should be the type where the tax 
money goes to the county 

Distance from property lines so they don’t affect 
their neighbors’ land and impact their ability to 
sell. Also there should be a fund and a guarantee 
that when the turbine is no longer in use, it is 
removed by the company, not the county or 
landowners

When no longer in use, the company must 
remove the parts and restore the land

Residents 

94 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 21:10:53 Icarian Village None None Distance from houses but reasonable, not crazy 
distances that will kill the projects

Same as previous answer Young people- their county, their 
future...taxpayers who will undoubtedly benefit 
should these good projects be approved and 
should be

95 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 21:09:41 The land. Yes No expansion No expansion No expansion No expansion 
96 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 19:36:06 Our farm near lake icaria. Yes, the aesthetics, the fact that there won’t be 

any bees or birds (from experiences with friends 
near them), the noise (there is noise associated 
with them), there is no lowering of the electric 
bills (we don’t benefit from them).

Far better than wind mills but will Not support 
them since there are no direct benefits locally. 

All of them. No more needs to be added to our 
area.

All of them. Hard to get rid of old or broken 
panels. 

All residents of our community are stakeholders. 
Let the renewable energy technology continue 
to develop instead of forcing on the community.

97 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 17:58:08 Lake Icaria No.  Need more renewable energy. No.  Need more solar farms & renewable energy Setbacks from houses Unsure Property owners where projects are constructed 

98 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 17:47:04 My home. Yes!  We are surrounded by windmills as it is. No 
expansion please!

No expansion please All.  Property owners have no rights.  We have 
lost our TV reception because of windmills.  No 
expansion!

Same as above.  No expansion! Property holders in Adams County.  We pay 
taxes and YOUR salary.  Represent us!  Don't 
ignore us!

99 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 17:47:52 MY HOME/FARM NO. NO.  I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE SOLAR FARMS 
BE CONSTRUCTED.

UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

100 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 15:52:43 My home in the country, where I do not want 
any more expansion of ANY wind turbines or 
solar farms, PERIOD!!

I am very concerned!! These wind farms are not 
electrically beneficial to anyone in our County 
and are not a reliable source of electricity at all, 
therefore I vote for No Expansion. We do not 
want them here!

Yes, solar farms are the same and as bad as wind 
turbines for reliable energy and non-beneficial 
for Adams County residents. They all pollute the 
view and should be allowed no further 
expansion at all. 

They should pay DNR Hazmat fines for any and 
all the gear oil that is leaking from the existing 
wind turbines.  It should be mandatory that any 
current and future wind turbines that are built, 
have an automatic fire suppression system 
installed. Better yet! No further expansion of 
wind farms in Adams County is the correct 
answer.

No further expansion of solar farms in Adams 
County.  It just clutters up the countryside.  They 
don't work very efficient when the sun don't 
shine, unreliable for the consumer.

I suggest Chuck Soderberg, executive vice 
president and general manager of the Iowa 
Association of Electric Cooperatives.  Randy 
Feenstra, Congressman representing Iowa's 4th 
District.

101 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 13:01:19 In the country. Yes, I believe they are taking excellent farmland 
that should be used to produce food for our 
country. The longevity of farmland production 
far outweighs the short-term use of wind 
turbines on that land.   Also, I have concerns 
about interfering with aquifers in SW Iowa due 
to the depth of the turbine's base.

The longevity of farmland production far 
outweighs the short-term use of solar farms on 
that land. 

How close the turbines are to a non-participating 
person in the county. Good fertile farmland 
should not be used for wind farms, look for land 
that is not beneficial for farming.  

Good fertile farmland should not be used for 
solar farms, look for land that is not beneficial 
for farming.  

People who have to deal with the effects of 
turbine farms or solar farms firsthand 24/7. 

102 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 14:46:00 our home yes. We're concerned that noise, lights, shadows 
and interference will ruin our rural setting and 
health.  

yes. We're concerned about the deposal of 
panels at the end of their lifespan.

Distance from property lines. Height cap. 
Quantity cap. Shadow on residences.  Removal 
plan. Sound regulations. Electromagnetic 
enforcement

Removal and disposal plan Adams County residents.

103 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 14:48:48 Our acreage Yes.  How they will negatively impact our quality 
of life.  Also a completely unreliable and costly 
source of energy.

Yes.  An unreliable source of energy that 
permanently alters the land.

Set backs at least need to be near 3000 feet.  
Also, so many farmers no longer live near their 
farmland, but thise they sold the houses to 
aremost impacted.

These are even a greater eyesore and unreliable.   
  They have a negative affect on the land they 
are installed on.

You need to co sider the home owners, not just 
land owners.  They are the ones most impacted 
with no benefit.

104 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 14:12:08 Lake Binder and Lake Icaria No No They should be regulated to pay tax which would 
lower the amount of property tax paid by 
residents.

They should also be a tax income stream for 
Adams County alleviating property taxes

?

105 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 12:00:05 No expansion No expansion No expansion No expansion No expansion No expansion
106 1.14494E+11 2023-12-20 11:14:53 We keep expanding wind farms, there will be no 

favorite places left in Adams County.
yes yes No more expansion of windfarms. You need to 

pay attention to all the concerns other counties 
and citizens have raised in addition to Adams 
County residents and slow down. More 
underground obstacles makes it harder and 
more dangerous for the farm conservation 
contractors.

Worry it will take out too much of our 
productive farm ground. Ground contamination 
from the panels. There is alot of tile in Adams 
County and there will be no way to maintain and 
repair the drainage system and maintain the 
farms conservation practices that have been put 
in place.

107 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 17:26:35 My home and it's peace and quiet outdoors and 
able to hear nature and it's habitat 

Yes they do not belong in sw iowa. They will 
bring traffic , noise, they do not benefit us iowa 
redirects, they're an eye sore.

Yes, they don't belong in Iowa, leave our ability 
to enjoy peaceful scenery as it is

Them not be in Iowa, do not bring farms into sw 
iowa communities or country acreages

None i don't want them at all No one



108 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 16:42:38 My little farm They are: unsightly, kill birds, and noisy. They are also unsightly. They ruin the bucolic 
landscape. 

They should be abolished. Not regulated Also should be abolished. Land owners 

109 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 14:57:12 My home. WE have simple acreage and sunrise 
and sunset views. location is important. We have 
great internet but this is an issue the county 
needs for everyone to increase job opportunities. 

There are concerns with what already here. Yes, 
I have concerns. Placed  a mile from a home is 
too close! Digging so deep and what do for water 
aquifers, flicker and noise especially for non 
participants and no one take responsibility to 
help. I don't see them as energy efficient, and 
have not decreased our electricity.   Our Zoning 
weren't working on this years ago. The 
community has been heavily conflicted now. 
Sad. I saw see red lights., some are 20 miles 
away. As they are making them taller, holes dug 
deeper, sound and flicker will be worse. STOP! 

Hate them! ugly and should not be in view of a 
homeowner, especially if not near  the 
landowners home. so not mine!  inefficient 

that we have enough already. No more!  They 
are obsolete and coal is used to make them. 

put on non productive ground and away from 
homes, way away! inefficient.   

non participants, people who are not getting any 
money, rural home owners especially.  

110 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 11:20:49 My home Yes,   A 600ft industrial turban within a mile of 
my home is likely to be noisy, could create 
flicker, disrupt my internet (fixed wireless) and 
reduce my home value.  I would like the Board of 
supervisors to find some reasonable balance in 
zoning regulations that protect all

I pm not sure a solar farm would impact my 
home but seems like a foolish use of our highly 
productive ag ground

My property boundaries should be protected.  If 
I want to build in the future I should be able to. 
My neighbor should not be able to set a turbine 
in locations that impact how I can use my land

Same as 4 Residents and landowners.  This survey would 
appear to be a very poor way to really gather 
data.  Are you serious about learning what 
residents and landowners think or just going 
through the motions to pacify those that 
disagree with the board of supervisors 

111 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 08:57:29 Peaceful, people, simple way off life. Yes,   Short sided thought process.   No one 
wants these.   The whole world is moving away 
from these things...  why are we entertaining 
these

no.  but instead of an industrial farm where the 
power goes out of town, why not tax credit 
individuals who choose this form of energy. 

all.  height.   You bad Idea for the future of 
Adams County

waste of money & time no one in Adams County because all the power 
will go to the city, but we are the ones that have 
to look at these non-natural towers

112 1.14493E+11 2023-12-19 08:49:27 lake icaria No, the new ordinance will alleviate any concerns No, the new ordinance will alleviate any concerns decomissioning, lighting, road use decomissioning, storage batteries Adams Co. Conservation Bd. - 
accb@adamscounty.iowa.gov  Adams Co. 
Supervisors - shipley2@myfmtc.com

113 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 19:37:09 My home and outdoor spaces we have invested 
in, developed and crafted lovingly the past 30 
plus years ...to enjoy our family,  grandkids, and 
neighbors the last 10-30 years we may have on 
this earth. We have stopped dreaming about our 
future life in Adams County Iowa. Turbines are a 
deal breaker for us. I have come in front of the 
BOS ,may times but they do not appear to hear 
the constituents who feel betrayed that our 
county has become an increasingly industrialized 
turbinepalloza county with seemingly little to no 
constituent input. I am done begging to be 
understood. I do not want to move after 30 
years but I am tired of hearing of local people 
who have had to move to get away from the 
turbines,,and now the turbines threaten them 
again. There is no safe place in Adams county to 
settle. We have no doubt our home will lose 
value greatly if the turbines keep closing in. 
Thus, I live a truly truly much less happy life, as I 
am in limbo and out of control about my own 
homestead and where I will  be able to live 
comfortably the next 10-20 years until a nursing 
home or death. The BOS is underestimating the 
suffering of its people from the stress of being 
"mined" constantly, fueled by unthoughtful tax  
incentives which would obviously cause chaos  in 
our community.   So much for taking a gamble 
on Adams county 30 plus year ago, growing a 
nice large family of good citizens and greatly 
contributing to the economic and  welfare of the 
area.   I am tired of hearing of more and more 

Yes, read above.   Yes, we are the breadbasket of the world. 
Blanketing our precious ag land our forefathers 
taught us to respect and conserve with our full 
measure of respect seems short sighted and a 
land grab by non-governmental agencies.  

Admit there IS internationally respected 
research on infrasound by experts as close as 
Winterset by Ben Johnson. Why do our local 
governmental health agencies ignore and not 
comment or discuss.   The concept of the 
"tresspass zone" is a real "thing" and needs to be 
respected and acknowledged.  Nightly Flashing 
red lights are highly distracting and irritating to 
the majority of your constituents.  A process to 
respect and deal with the loss in property value 
incurred by non-partipants. It is happening and 
will just snowball out of control. Setbacks need  
to be from  property line. There thereto be  
limits on height. The higher they go, they 
become even more disruptive to the local 
community.   Personally, I feel Adams  county 
has given up enough already and we need to 
consider holding the line at 121. These 121 were 
put  up with little public  input, little 
transparency and with many conflict of interest 
concerns through the years.   Much more 
respectful setback if we must have more.   
Decomishing is a major concern that we the 
taxpayers will be dealing with the aftermath as 
turbines become outdated.   Insurance company 
experts in our area are saying the wind industry 
is tanking. Businesses are getting out of the 
business and insurance rates are going to 
become a very expensive additional 
consideration for the owners.    

A full comp  plan should happen before we 
consider adding more  wind and solar. Lets  do it 
right instead of pushing things through in a hurry 
as we seem to be doing unlike surrounding 
counties. It's a mystery why we are being treated 
so very differently and unkindly by our own 
elected officials. 

Constituents first should share a vision moving 
forward. Not amend an old Comp Plan.   Once 
the vision is made, then bring in the companies. 
It has been backward all along. IMO  Hoping to 
stay put in Adams County but not  counting my 
chickens.  You have a captive electorate...here's 
a chance for our BOS to leverage it in a positive 
manner to  work together for our county's future 
vision. DO it better! DO  it right!     

114 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 19:12:58 South of Cromwell in Union twnshp. Yes , we are surrounded by them.  We think we 
have enough.

Yes,  Distance from our homes and a disturbance in 
our ecosystem.

Keeping our rich farm ground in production of 
crops

Homeowners and residents of our county

115 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 18:03:13 Beautiful rural yes landscape Yes. I feel they are not efficient and take away 
from any we choose to live in a rural area. I am 
concerned how they affect the health of people 
and animals. 

As long as they are efficient and don't affect 
livestock or natural habitats. 

The number, how close they can be built to 
other people's property

The total number of how many and where they 
can be built

Lawyers, insurance agents, real estate brokers, 
veterinarians, medical field, property accessor



116 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 13:34:06 The farm I live on! I certainly do!  We have too many already.  
Enough!!

Yes, too much of anything is not a good thing. Setbacks, height, number of them.  They are a 
big scar over our beautiful, God-given black soil 
we have on our Iowa farms!

Stop taking good acres out of production and 
plastering these all over.

People who truly care about our land, the 
beautiful rural Iowa scenery we have…not just 
money grabbers!

117 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 12:46:23 My home. Yes. Yes Farther distance from property lines and homes. 
Or not put up at all.

Farther distance from property lines and homes. 
Or not put up at all.

118 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 12:46:14 The area that I farm, which is where I grew up. Yes. I think they are too close to neighboring 
homes and property lines.

Yes. I do not want to see them in the area. At a minimum, the distance from properly lines 
and homes should be increased.

119 1.14492E+11 2023-12-18 03:06:21 All of Adam's County! Love the nature and 
agriculture! We have enough wind Turbines!  

Absolutely! They are two close to Homes we 
need a mile from property lines and a cap on 
amount and height.

Of course! Lots of land for little output! Single 
Solar panels on houses are a better choice

Amout,250 are 100 too many! Height should be 
regulated!  Distance from property lines should 
be one mile.      

Locations! And size! Every citizen  in Adam's County!  Ww need a 
longer Moratorium!  We need more research  on 
both Wind and Solar.

120 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 22:06:37 My home I’m concerned that a loud, obnoxious minority of 
residents could overwhelm the rights of farmers 
to harvest wind energy, and in so doing, deprive 
this county of desperately needed jobs, private 
income, and tax revenue.

See above.  I would like to note that it is my 
understanding that, due to vagaries of state tax 
law that I can’t explain, solar is less 
advantageous than wind in terms of tax benefits.

I’m not opposed to reasonable setbacks 
designed to ensure safety.  Aesthetics do not 
justify regulations in my opinion.  Generally, you 
can’t tell your neighbor not to build a shed or lot 
or building that you consider “ugly”, and that’s a 
good thing.  Personally, I think windmills add 
aesthetic value to the landscape.  

See above. The stakeholders are every resident of the 
county.  They don’t need interviewed as much as 
educated about how windmills dilute the 
property tax liabilities for all county taxpayers.  I 
think there is a misperception that the costs 
(noise/ eyesore) are generalized while the 
benefits only flow to a few.  I doubt most people 
are aware how much their taxes would HAVE to 
increase in the absence of wind revenue.  We 
may not all benefit equally, but we all benefit.  
I’d also encourage folks to drive around the 
county and check out the crumbling bridges that 
we can’t afford to fix before they decide 
whether wind is worth it.

121 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 20:47:07 The farmland view without red blinking lights. Yes, absolutely do not want them! They cause 
more damage than good.

Yes, again it does not benefit the overall people 
of Adams county. Only a few selected would 
benefit. 

There should not be any. No expansion, no wind farms. Adams County Priceless Land Coalition 

122 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 19:19:15 No Expansion No Expansion No Expansion No  Expansion No Expansion No Expansion
123 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 16:40:40 Lake Icaria Reasonable setback for all parties No Setbacks and aircraft lighting Setbacks from neighbors Land owners who are participating and neiboring 

affected land owners who are non participating 

124 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 14:54:46 My home Yes Yes There should be no turbines - no expansion No wind turbines. They ruin the opportunity for 
land development and natural earthy 
developments and resources. 

Adams County landowners. Please! 

125 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 14:03:02 Our farm/home Yes. Absolutely. No. Distance from a residence. Distance from 
property lines.

Distance from a residence and property lines. Adams County Landowners.

126 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 13:29:06 Home Yes No Distance from homes and neighbors. Destruction 
of land-won’t be productive. Dangers to our 
health and livestock. Lack of honesty in county 
officials and big money corporations forcing us 
to live with the consequences of their agenda.

Location and numbers Us, the residents who have to live here and been 
here for generations.

127 1.14491E+11 2023-12-17 01:31:13 The view from my all season room Yes Yes Proximity to property lines. The amount of area 
they cover, no industrial scatter, land should be 
utilized for agriculture. This is not the best 
energy source and we need to look far into the 
future for what is best  for future generations.

Proximity to property lines. The amount of area 
they cover, no industrial scatter, land should be 
utilized for agriculture.

Someone in the nuclear power realm as it is the 
cleanest and safest option, this is the future.

128 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 16:19:32 The view from my home, rural areas, and any of 
the public parks.

Yes, there should be a limit on the number and 
height of the wind turbines.  The energy created 
from the ones already constructed has not 
lowered energy cost for residents of the county.  
Why would we want more?  The end of life 
removal should be a concern.  The location in 
relation to a residence should also be looked at.

At the December 11th meeting it was stated that 
solar farms liked to be placed in level areas, this 
would require the use of the best farm ground in 
the county.  Why would a farming area want to 
do that?  Size, location, effect on wildlife, and 
decommissioning are concerns. 

Size, number, location in relation to a residence, 
and decommissioning.

Size, number, location in relation to a residence, 
and decommissioning.

Landowners, real estate agents, insurance 
agents, bankers, and school leaders.  Will adding 
more wind turbines benefit the idea of the 
school being a destination district and 
encouraging people to move to Adams County.

129 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 16:55:45 Sweet desires Yes Yes None None People that live near them us
130 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 16:38:59 Our home Yes , we are near adairs,they are noisy. Sacrifice farm ground feeds world Non participate 2 miles , maintenance vehicles 

must by fuel from county generators are in to 
pay road taxes for destroying roads that were 
hardly tra eled before

Put on unformatted land without clearing trees



131 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 10:34:07 Peace, the lake , fish & people Yes   Many Yes… why be short sighted about our long term 
future 

No wind farms,, short term thinking All…. None…. As our world changes & more 
families move back to rural communities due to 
remote working… these wind turbines will only 
benefit the few & down grade our whole 
community 

Don’t interview anyone from Adams County… 
long term eye sore, short term benefits for the 
few! 

132 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 09:50:21 Lake Icaria Yes No Distance from property lines and height. Keep small enough to not endanger birds The residents
133 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 09:40:43 The country. Yes, they are thankfully 3 miles from us, but the 

noise and lights are unreal.   Young families will 
not move back and build.   Where can they??       
No expansion!  We have enough the way it is.    

No expansion Adams county BOS do not care.....  set backs are 
so important for living in the country.  Zoning 
board have illegal members on it.    NO body 
cares.       NO EXPANSION

Once again...BOS do not care and have shown 
that.   NO expansion

The people that live in the country.   Listen to 
those who have concerns.    Other counties 
care....why can't ours?    NO MORE RENEWABLE 
energy "farms".     NO Expansion

134 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 08:45:07 My farm Yes Yes Distance from homes/ neighbors/ and the 
number in the county/ the implied income and 
it’s use/ how to dismantle them and payment.

Same concerns as listed above. The people who live daily around them and 
future neighbors as more are built.

135 1.14491E+11 2023-12-16 08:36:50 My home No new turbines No don't mind them All. No new turbines All The people of Adams co
136 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 21:48:50 My home Yes. Already too many. Not sure Distance from homes  Number total Not sure Home owners
137 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 21:12:05 My home. Do believe they are getting too close to homes 

especially mine. Believe we need alternative 
energy but it is destroying the beauty of the 
country.

No there are many plenty of poor sections of 
land that could be used for solar.

Distance from living quarters and what be 
happens to the turbines when they break down.

Don’t know The land owners.

138 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 20:27:35 There should be no more wind turbines There should be no more solar farms
139 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 18:42:36 Home Yes. Yes Should not allow any more.  Should not allow any more Any farmer who hates them. 
140 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 18:34:53 Home Yes No All aspects Most aspects County Supervisors , Governor, members of the 

state house of reps, our 2  senators, etc.
141 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 18:14:42 My home and surrounding area.  Adams county 

countryside.
I have many concerns! Some but far fewer than the number of concerns 

I have with the wind farms 
Distance from property lines of homes. Noise 
level from wind turbines.  Number of wind terms 
allowed.

Number of solar farms allowed. Distance from 
property lines of homes.

The biggest stakeholders are truly the rural 
residents of adams county as its tmtgeir land, 
their homes, their views from their homes, 
possibly the impact to their property value, and 
definitely the impact to the quality of rural life 
they planned on when purchasing their property. 
They have the most at stake in this!

142 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 18:06:07 I love all areas in our county. Farmland is most 
important to me. 

Yes Yes No expansion please More information needed Adams county landowners and citizens 

143 1.1449E+11 2023-12-15 17:45:28 My home We already have enough 121 and the setbacks 
only benefit the participant 

Consume our Ag land.    Set backs from property lines of a minimum of 
1/2 mile 

No solar farms The residents and landowners of Adams county. 
Not outside energy companies and lobbyist 

144 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 21:08:50 My farm the blinking red lights at night No The total number allowed in the county. Not sure Landowners who have the option to lease their 
land for renewable energy.  

145 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 15:17:11 my property ABSOLUTLY, very strong feelings there should be 
NO MORE built and plans should be made for 
the disposal of existing ones. They will become 
obsolete soon just like the EV's.

ABSOLUTLY, very strong feelings there should be 
NO MORE built and plans should be made for 
the disposal of existing ones. They will become 
obsolete soon just like the EV's.

Poor use of valuable farmland, destroying the 
beauty of the land, an eye sore, blinking red 
lights makes me very sad to see the destruction 
of Adams county for short term money

Never in view of neighbors that do not want 
solar farms

All property owners

146 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 12:15:25 Lake Icaria I am concerned about wind turbines 
overwhelming and dominating our skyline. I also 
am concerned about there not being enough 
money allocated to decommission the turbines. 
It is of the utmost importance that the turbines 
will be set back far enough from the property 
line of landowners who choose not to allow 
turbines on their land. 

No Setbacks from property LINES. Cap on total 
number per area. ADEQUATE decommission 
plans.

Land owners in Adams County 

147 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 12:15:45 Yes. I am concerned about the lights, noise, and 
the future. I am worried about what we will do 
with turbines in 20 years.

No, not really. Tear down must be funded 100%, must be more 
than 1,500 ft from property lines, I want to see 
lights triggered by nearby planes. 

Glare, water consumption, removal, the amount 
of heat generated.

Realtors, property owners, current people 
impacted by the turbines 

148 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 11:34:55 Several places.  Home (rural) & Lake Icaria are 
top 2.

Yes.  And as equally important, those on the 
Board of Supervisors as well as those on the 
Zoning Board willing to turn a deaf ear to the 
overwhelming majority of voices of the 
landowners and residents in voicing their 
legitimate concerns. 

Yes, just like wind farms, I would be concerned if 
a large industrial company came into our county, 
pitted neighbor against neighbor over industry in 
rural areas, shredded the farmland, and then left 
everyone else to deal with the cleanups of 
relationships and also land. 

Safety setbacks for non-participants equal to 
safety setbacks in place by wind farm 
companies.  Quantity of turbines allowed in the 
county.  

Also proper setbacks from rural residents.   
Quantity of solar projects and location.

The residents and landowners of Adams county.



149 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 10:29:10 The countryside and open fields. I love the lakes 
and Main Street 

Yes! They are an eye sore to this area. I 
understand having a few but we have much 
more than that and we don’t need any more!

The one by the industrial park is fine and maybe 
a few more there would be fine too. I do not 
want our entire landscape to be filled with 
industrial. They put off heat and radiation so 
should not be by homes.

I think we need a larger deposit on the front end 
to cover expenses. They don’t fulfill in the end. I 
think they should be required to provide safety 
equipment and training to our EMTs and our 
firemen. Both of those entities are always in 
need of more money. I think that, we need more 
oversight and I think that the contract for tearing 
them down should be updated every year due to 
inflation. I believe we should hire someone with 
the sole purpose of oversight and regulation of 
these wind areas. Their job would be to go 
around on a weekly basis to make sure that 
there are no safety or security issues going on 
that have been overlooked by the wind 
company. And more regulatory measures need 
to be put in place for the roads. I also believe 
they should be required to spray the roads to 
limit the dust during construction. We need a 
cap and the cap should be where we are right 
now. We don’t need any more turbines in this 
area. Property, lines and ownership needs to be 
protected and not overlooked. And going 
forward any wind turbine should be no closer 
than a mile from a house.

I believe we should limit the amount of acres 
that can be used for solar. I think they should be 
required to be at least a mile away from home.  
All the answers I gave her above should be 
addressed for solar as well

Community members. This is a very small 
survey. We need to dig deep and ask more 
questions and take more time to find out what 
the taxpayers in this community want and don’t 
want in Adams county. I believe we need to take 
our time and dig deep not rush this process.

150 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 10:14:48 My home. Yes, I feel they will destroy our beautiful area. set backs and the number of them    This whole 
process has been done backwards. The 
ordinances should have been reviewed and 
revised before the first wind turbine was ever 
allowed to be built. 

Any Adams County Iowa RESIDENT landowner.

151 1.14489E+11 2023-12-14 09:49:50 Lake Binder or country club to golf No no I think there should be a cap of wind turbines in 
the county

152 1.14488E+11 2023-12-13 16:20:13 Lake Icaria no no total number allowed to prevent oversaturation overall size of footprint community leaders and all residents of county


